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ABSTRACT: Crystallization, in-plane orientation, and hydrogen bonding interactions are three vital factors for enhancing mechanical

properties of polyimide (PI) films. However, which is the dominant factor? In this study, three PI films containing heterocyclic moi-

ety, poly(benzoxazole-imide), poly(benzimidazole-imide), and poly(pyrimidine-imide) were chosen to comparative study. The crystal-

linity of poly(benzoxazole-imide), poly(benzimidazole-imide), and poly(pyrimidine-imide) PI films are 36, 24, and 15%, respectively.

The results of small angle X-ray scattering indicate poly(benzoxazole-imide) and poly(benzimidazole-imide) films show periodical

lamellar structures, while poly(pyrimidine-imide) shows no long period due to low crystallinity. In-plane orientation (P200) is

calculated from polarized attenuated total reflection (ATR)-Fourier transform infrared and refractive indices. The order of in-plane

orientation is poly(benzimidazole-imide) < poly(benzoxazole-imide) < poly(pyrimidine-imide). Hydrogen bonding interactions,

which restrict chain motion and hinder spontaneous in-plane orientation, are only formed in poly(benzimidazole-imide). The rela-

tionship between mechanical properties and three influence factors are discussed, and the order of influence extent for mechanical

properties of PI films is hydrogen bonding interactions < degree of crystallization < in-plane orientation. Two structure models for

PI films are proposed in order to further confirm the dominant effect of in-plane orientation on the mechanical properties. VC 2016
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INTRODUCTION

Aromatic polyimides (PIs) are well known as high performance

polymers due to their excellent thermal and thermooxidative

stabilities, outstanding mechanical and electrical properties;

therefore, all kinds of aromatic PIs have been widely used in the

fields of adhesives, coatings, films, fibers, composite matrix res-

ins, as well as microelectronic materials.1–6 However, the

mechanical, thermal, and adhesion properties of PIs are in need

of further improvement for applications in advanced microelec-

tronic field.

As we know, crystallization, interactions, and orientation are

three vital factors for enhancing mechanical properties of poly-

mers. Aromatic PIs exhibit semicrystalline or amorphous struc-

ture, which is influenced by their chemical structure and

thermal imidization process.7,8 Zhuang et al.9 investigated struc-

ture–property relationships of co-PI films containing benzoxa-

zole and benzimidazole moieties. Their results indicated the

introduction of benzoxazole moieties into the PI backbone

enhanced the mechanical properties due to the improvement of

the crystallinity.9 Hydrogen bonding, as the strongest physical

interaction, is a useful way to improve the mechanical proper-

ties of polymer.10 However, PIs generally show no hydrogen

bonding interactions after fully imidization. In recent years,

hydrogen bond interactions have been introduced into PI’s

main chain by means of benzimidazole groups.11–18 The benz-

imidazole moiety with both proton acceptor (C@N) and proton

donor (ANHA) would exhibit strong hydrogen bonding inter-

actions with carbonyl functionalities,15,19,20 which brings about

an undesirable Tg and tensile strength increase for the corre-

sponding PIs.13,21 Moreover, PI films with rigid chains would

exhibit remarkable spontaneous in-plane orientation induced by
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thermal imidization,22–24 which leads to a decrease in the linear

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and an increase in

mechanical properties.24,25 However, the dominant factor for

the improvement of mechanical properties remains unclear.

What is more, PIs containing heterocyclic moiety, which is due

to their high mechanical properties, outstanding thermal prop-

erties, and good adhesion to metal,26,27 are receiving more and

more attention and becoming an important type of high-

performance PI materials in recent years.14,15,28–36 Thus, three

PI films, containing the benzoxazole, benzimidazole, and pyrim-

idine moieties, respectively, were chosen to discuss the

structure–property relationships. The difference of in-plane ori-

entation, molecular packing, and mechanical properties in three

PIs was examined. Hydrogen bonding interactions, the degree

of crystallization, and orientation factors were discussed in

detail in order to study the dominant factor for the improve-

ment of mechanical properties. This work is helpful to further

understanding structure–property relationships of PIs and

would provide a theoretical guidance for designing high per-

formance PIs.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) was obtained from Shanghai

Qunli Chemical Company in shanghai, and was distilled over

P2O5 under reduced pressure before use. 3,30,4,40-Biphenyltetra-

carboxylic dianhydride (BPDA) was obtained from Changzhou

Sunlight Medical Raw Material Co., Ltd. (Changzhou, China)

and was dried in an oven at 200 8C for 10 h before use. 5(6)-

Amino-2-(4-aminobenzene)benzoxazole (BOA) and 5(6)-amino-

2-(4-aminobenzene)benzimidazole (PABZ) were obtained from

Changzhou Sunlight Medical Raw Material Co., Ltd., and used as

received. 2,5-Bis(4-aminophenyl)pyrimidine (PRM) was synthe-

sized and purified according to the procedure published in Ref.

35 and dried thoroughly under vacuum prior to use.

Synthesis of Poly(amic acid)

The solvent (NMP) was added into 50-mL three-neck round

flask under dried nitrogen atmosphere. Then, a certain amounts

of diamine were added into NMP under stirring. After the dia-

mine dissolved or dispersed in NMP, the equimolar amounts of

dianhydride were added. For example, 1.8044 g (0.008055 mol)

PABZ was dissolved in 30 ml NMP, and then 2.3683 g

(0.008055 mol) BPDA was added. The mixture was stirred in a

50-mL three-neck round flask at room temperature for 50 h. A

viscous solution of BPDA/PABZ with a solid content of 12 wt %

was obtained. The solid content of obtained BPDA/BOA and

BPDA/PRM PAA solutions is 14 and 12%, respectively. In addi-

tion, the intrinsic viscosity of BPDA/PABZ, BPDA/BOA, and

BPDA/PRM PAA solutions is 2.8, 2.6, and 2.5.

Preparation of PI Films

The three PAAs were first cast onto clean and dry glass plates

and were subsequently imidized by heating at 80 8C for 1 h,

160 8C for 1 h, 220 8C for 1 h, and 300 8C for 1 h in a vacuum

baking oven. Then the PI films were further annealed at 400 8C

for 30 min. After the thermal treatment, the films were removed

from the glass plates by immersing into water and then were

dried at 100 8C for 4 h. The thicknesses of the PI films obtained

were 10–15 lm. The three PAAs were also spin-coated onto

quartz plate and were subsequently imidized by heating at 80 8C

for 1 h, 160 8C for 1 h, 220 8C for 1 h, 300 8C for 1 h, and

400 8C for 0.5 h in a vacuum baking oven. The thicknesses of

spin-coated films were 10 6 2 lm. Figure 1 shows the synthetic

process and the chemical structure of the PIs.

Characterization

Mechanical properties such as the tensile strength and initial mod-

ulus elongation at break of the PI films were measured on Instron

Modle 5567 with a strain rate of 5 mm/min. The specimens were

10-mm width and 8-cm long, and the fixture span was 20 mm.

Wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) measurements were per-

formed at room temperature, using a Rigaku vertical diffrac-

tometer (Model Ultima IV). The Cu Ka radiation operated at

40 kV and 40 mA. The d-spacing of each diffraction peak was

calculated using the Bragg equation. Curve-fitting deconvolution

of the WAXD spectra was performed using Origin 8.5 Software

to separate crystallization and amorphous contributions. The

peaks were fitted assuming in Gaussian type. The crystallinity

(XC) was calculated with eq. (1) following the peak fitting.15

XC 5
Ac

Ac1Aa

3 100% (1)

Ac is crystallization peak area, and Aa is the amorphous peak area.

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments were per-

formed using a NanoSTAR-U (BRUKER AXS Inc., Madison,

Wisconsin, USA) with Cu Ka radiation (k 5 0.154 nm). The

generator was operated at 40 kV and 650 lA. Two-dimensional

SAXS patterns were obtained using a HI-STAR detector. The

sample to detector distances was 1074 mm. The effective scatter-

ing vector q (q5ð4p=kÞ sin u, where 2u is the scattering angle)

at this distance ranges from 0.044 to 2.0 nm21. Fourier

Figure 1. Scheme of the preparation process of polyimide.
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transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of PI films were measured at

a Nicolet Magna 650 spectroscope in the range of 4000–

400 cm21.

Polarized ATR-FTIR spectra of peeled PI films were measured

using a Nicolet 560 Fourier on the atmospheric sides transform

spectrometer attached with Spectra-Tech Thunderdome single

reflection ATR attachment (incident angle is 45 8) and alumi-

num wire-grid ZnSe polarizer. The IRE in the ATR attachment

is made of germanium crystal with a refractive index of 4.0. For

polarized ATR-FTIR measurement, the polarized angle varied

from 0 to 180 8, and a series of spectra were recorded by every

15 8. Polarized ATR-FTIR spectra were obtained using polarized

IR radiation with different electric vectors.

In-plane (nTE) and out-of-plane refractive indices (nTM) were

measured using a prism-coupler (Model 2000; Metricon, Penning-

ton, New Jersey, USA) at a wavelength of 1538 nm. The experi-

mental errors of the refractive indices are smaller than 0.001.

Molecular simulation was determined with Dmol3 software

embedded in Material Studio 4.0 (Accelrys Software Inc., San

Diego, CA, USA) package. Molecules were relaxed through NVT

molecular dynamics, the time evolution of chain conformations,

up to 1000 ps with time steps of 0.0002 ps. Simulation temper-

atures of 300 and 800 K were employed in order to further relax

local hot-spots and to allow the system to come to thermal

equilibrium.

The lateral (in-plane) CTE was measured over the range of 40–

250 8C with a load of 5 cN under a N2 gas flow using TMA-

Q400 with a tension probe. The ramping rate is 5.0 8C/min.

Before the measurement, the film specimens were heated to

250 8C with a ramping rate of 10.0 8C/min, soaked for 10 min

at 250 8C, and then cooled down to 40 8C with a cooling rate of

10.0 8C/min, in order to remove residual stress in the films.

CTE was averaged over the range of 100–200 8C. The gauge

length was 15.6 mm, and the width of film strips was 3 mm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chemical Structure and Hydrogen Bonding Interactions

The FTIR results of three PI samples are shown in Figure 2. In

the region of 1800�700 cm21, the characteristic absorption

bands of the imide ring are observed at about 1770 (the sym-

metric stretching of the imide carbonyls msC5O), 1720 (the

asymmetric stretching of the imide carbonyls masC5O), 1370

(the stretching of C–N msC–N), and 740 cm21.37,38 The charac-

teristic absorption bands at 1492–1520 cm21 and at about

1620 cm21 are assigned to C–C stretching vibration of 1,4-

C6H4 in backbone and C5C stretching vibration of benzene

ring, respectively.39 Meanwhile, the characteristic absorption

bands of PAAs (around 1650 cm21 for amide-I band and

1550 cm21 for amide-II band) are not identified. Those results

indicate that the three PI films were successfully prepared, and

high imidization degree was obtained.40,41 Moreover, the charac-

teristic absorptions of benzimidazole at 3360 (N–H stretching)

and 1308 cm21 (imidazole ring breathing mode9) are shown in

poly(benzoxazole-imide) (BPDA/PABZ). Poly(benzimidazole-

imide) (BPDA/BOA) film shows the characteristic absorptions

of benzoxazole at 1254 cm21 (Ar–C–O asymmetric stretching9),

suggesting that the benzoxazole moiety has been successfully

incorporated into the main chains. The absorption bands at

1582 cm21 correspond to C5N stretching of pyrimidine moiety

in poly(pyrimidine-imide) (BPDA/PRM) film. What is more,

the asymmetric stretching of the imide carbonyls masC5O at

about 1720 cm21 is sensitive to interactions.2 The wavenumber

of masC5O of BPDA/PABZ PI is 1716 cm21, which is lower than

those of BPDA/BOA (1721 cm21) and BPDA/PRM

(1722 cm21) PI. Moreover, in our previous paper,15 we analyzed

the formation of hydrogen-bonding interaction in BPDA/PABZ

PI by comparing the wavelength number shifts of the C5O

bond in the imide rings. Thus, hydrogen bonding interactions

are formed in BPDA/PABZ PI.

Aggregation Structure and Morphology

The out-of-plane WAXD profiles of three PI films in reflection

pattern are illustrated in Figure 3. Three diffraction peaks at

2u 5 14.6, 23.9, and 26.48 and five diffraction peaks at 2u514.4,

16.9, 22.1, 24.2, and 26.48 are observed for BPDA/PABZ and

BPDA/BOA PI films, respectively. As mentioned in previous

articles,9,16 the peak of 14.68 (2u) is correspond to the “side to

side” packing of benzoxazole/benzimidazole rings, and the peak

of 24.08 (2u) is assigned to the “p–p stacking” of aromatic of

heterocyclic rings. However, there are only two diffraction peaks

at 2u 5 21.1 and 25.38 in BPDA/PRM PI. Those results indicate

that three PI films show regularly lateral ordered structure, and

the lateral order in the direction of film thickness is the increas-

ing order: BPDA/PRM < BPDA/PABZ < BPDA/BOA. The

larger lateral order of BPDA/BOA and BPDA/PABZ PIs may be

due to the bigger coplanar benzoxazole and benzimidazole

rings. In addition, the degree of crystallization (XC) of three PIs

Figure 2. The FTIR profiles of BPDA/PABZ, BPDA/BOA, and BPDA/PRM PI films.
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was calculated by peak fitting, and the results are shown in

Table I. The values of XC of BPDA/PABZ, BPDA/BOA, and

BPDA/PRM PI are 24, 36, and 15%, respectively.

SAXS measurement was used to characterize the morphology of

PI films. The Lorentz-corrected SAXS42 curves of samples are

shown in Figure 3(d). The Lorentz-corrected SAXS curves of

BPDA/PABZ and BPDA/BOA PI films exhibit a peak at 0.35

and 0.42 nm21, respectively. Those results suggest that the peri-

odical lamellar structure is formed in BPDA/PABZ and BPDA/

BOA PI films, which was also reported by other researchers.17,34

A long period (L) can be calculated from the equation L 5 2p/

qmax, where qmax is the peak value in the Lorentz-corrected

SAXS plot.42 For semicrystalline polymer, lamellar thickness

(LM) can be calculated by using the equation LM 5XC3L, where

XC is the crystallinity of polymer.43 Crystallinity and lamellar

thickness of PI samples are summarized in Table I. Lamellar

thickness of BPDA/PABZ and BPDA/BOA PI films shows 4.3

and 5.4 nm, respectively. However, no peaks are observed in the

SAXS curve of BPDA/PRM PI films, which suggests that no

periodical lamellar structure exists in BPDA/PRM PI sample.

In-Plane Orientation

The polarized ATR-FTIR spectra of three casting PI films are

shown in Figure S1 in supporting information. The peak inten-

sities at about 1720 and 1500 cm21 change regularly with the

increase of polarization angle from 0 to 90 8. Figure 4(a) and

(b) shows polar diagrams of absorbance of peaks at about 1720

and 1500 cm21 as a function of the angle of polarization of

incident polarized light. They are obtained using linearly polar-

ized IR spectroscopy: (1) �1720 cm21 (mas(C5O), C5O asym-

metric stretching vibration of imide ring) and (2) �1500 cm21

(m(C–C), C–C stretching vibration of 1,4-C6H4 in backbone).

The polar diagrams of 1720 cm21 of three PI films exhibit a

maximum intensity of absorbance peak at the direction 90 and

270 8 and a minimum intensity at the direction 0 and 180 8.

Those results indicate that the transition moment of mas(C5O)

orients parallel to the direction of the Z-axial. Since the transi-

tion moment of mas(C5O) is also perpendicular to imide rings,

as shown in Figure 4(c), it means that imide rings of PIs favor-

ably orient parallel to the plane of films. In addition, the transi-

tion moments of vC–C are parallel to the direction of the

biphenyl group and the polar diagrams of vC–C (�1500 cm21)

of three PI films exhibit a maximum intensity of absorbance

peak at the direction 0 and 180 8 and a minimum intensity at

the direction 90 and 270 8. So it can be concluded that the PI

molecular backbones show higher degree of in-plane orienta-

tion, which mainly resulted from the rigid-rod molecular

structures.39,44

Figure 3. (a) The WAXD profiles and peak fitting of BPDA/PABZ PI; (b) the WAXD profiles and peak fitting of BPDA/BOA PI; (c) the WAXD profiles

and peak fitting of BPDA/PRM PI; and (d) the SAXS patterns of three PI films. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table I. Crystallinity and lamellar thickness of PI samples

PIs XC (%) L (nm) LM (nm)

BPDA/PABZ 24 17.9 4.3

BPDA/BOA 36 15.0 5.4

BPDA/PRM 15 — —
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In addition, during the solution casting process, PAA preorien-

tation was induced and orientation at the stage of casting PAAs

also appreciably influenced the final in-plane orientation of PI

films. In order to accurately calculate in-plane orientation coef-

ficients, we should make sure that orientation and refractive

indices at X direction and at Y direction are the same. So three

PAA films were spin coated, and there was no difference of ori-

entation and refractive indices between X direction and Y direc-

tion for spin-coated films. The thicknesses of spin-coated films

were 10 6 2 lm. From the previous results,45,46 when the thick-

ness of PI film was about 10 lm, the effect of film thickness on

chain orientation can be negligible. Thus, the films near the air

side were chosen to calculate orientation. The polarized ATR-

FTIR spectra of spin-coated PI films near the air side are shown

in Figure 4(d) and in-plane absorbance (ATE) and out-of-plane

absorbance (ATM) can be obtained from Figure 4(d). In addi-

tion, in-plane (nTE) and out-of-plane (nTM) refractive indices

were tested and shown in Table II. A schematic figure for the

ATR/FT-IR spectroscopy and fundamental principle to calculate

orientation factors were shown in Refs. 44,46, and 47. The in-

plane orientation coefficients P200 can be calculated by the fol-

lowing equations44,46:

kTM2kTE

2kTE1kTM

5 P200 umð Þ3 P200 1 2 P200 umð Þ21ð Þ3 P202 (2)

P200 umð Þ5 1

2
3cos um21ð Þ (3)

where kTE and kTM are the extinction coefficients and were cal-

culated from the degrees of absorptions ATE and ATM for the

parallel band at about 1500 cm21 (m(C–C)) and perpendicular

band at about 1720 cm21 (m(C5O)).37,44,46,48,49 um is the angle

between the chain direction of PI and the transition moment of

the corresponding absorption band at IR. For example, um 5 0 8

(P200(um) 5 1) for the parallel bands and um 5 90 8

(P200(um) 5 20.5) for the perpendicular bands.46 Since the aver-

age orientation of PI chains in spin-coated films is generally

along the film plane, as the value of P200 is close to 20.5, the

in-plane orientation to the film planes is larger. The angle um

between the PI chain direction and the m(C–C) skeletal vibra-

tions is 0 8 (P200(um) 5 1) for three fully rod-like PIs.46 On the

other side, the angle um between the PI chain direction and

m(C5O) asymmetric vibrations is 90 8, which means

P200(um) 5 20.5.46 Thus, in-plane orientation coefficients P200

were calculated from the absorption strength of skeletal vibra-

tion of 1,4-disubstituted benzene (�1500 cm21) and that of

C5O asymmetric stretching vibration of imide ring

(�1720 cm21). The results are listed in Table II. The values of

P200 of BPDA/PABZ, BPDA/BOA, and BPDA/PRM PI spin-

coated films are 20.296, 20.315, and 20.331. The values of

P200 approach to 20.5 as the degree of orientation to the film

plane becomes larger. So the degree of in-plane orientation is in

increasing order BPDA/PABZ < BPDA/BOA < BPDA/PRM.

Why does BPDA/PRM PI film show the highest in-plane orien-

tation? Hasegawa et al. demonstrated that spontaneous molecu-

lar orientation of PI was induced by thermal imidization.22–24

Figure 4. Polar diagrams of absorbance of peaks for casting films at different positions as a function of the angle of polarization of incident polarized

light, obtained using linearly polarized IR spectroscopy: (a) 1720 cm21 (C5O asymmetric stretching vibration of imide ring) and (b) 1490�1520 cm21

(C–C stretching vibration of 1,4-C6H4 in backbone); (c) vibration modes and the directions of transition moments for PIs; and (d) the obtained ATR/

FT-IR spectra of BPDA/PABZ, BPDA/BOA, and BPDA/PRM spin-coated PI films for TE- and TM-polarized incident light. [Color figure can be viewed

in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table II. In-plane (nTE), out-of-plane refractive indices (nTM), and in-

plane orientation coefficients (P200) for the three spin-coated polyimide

films

Polyimides nTE nTM P200

BPDA/PABZ 1.7216 1.5942 20.296

BPDA/BOA 1.7245 1.5915 20.315

BPDA/PRM 1.7320 1.5833 20.331
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PI films with more rigid chains would exhibit higher in-plane

orientation, and a certain extent of molecular mobility was

required for the improvement of the in-plane orientation.22

Figure 5 depicts the optimized molecular structures of the

dimer models. The mean square end-to-end distance (R2) of

dimer models of BPDA/PABZ, BPDA/BOA, and BPDA/PRM PIs

are 39.79, 39.89, and 45.09 Å, respectively. The chain rigidity is

in increasing order BPDA/PABZ � BPDA/BOA < BPDA/PRM.

The highest rigidity of BPDA/PRM PI leads to the highest

degree of in-plane orientation. BPDA/PABZ and BPDA/BOA PIs

show the similar chemical structure and rigidity, but BPDA/

BOA PI exhibits higher in-plane orientation than that of BPDA/

PABZ PI. The hydrogen bonding interactions in BPDA/PABZ PI

restrict chain motion15 and would hinder spontaneous molecu-

lar orientation induced by thermal imidization.

In-Plane CTE

The in-plane CTE values were directly measured by the TMA

instrument, and CTE was averaged over the range of 100–

200 8C. The results are shown in Figure 6(a) and Table III. The

in-plane CTE values of three PI films are in the range of 2.3–

21.3 ppm/ 8C and are in increasing order BPDA/PRM < BPDA/

BOA < BPDA/PABZ. In-plane CTE was found to be signifi-

cantly affected by the variation of chain orientation and the in-

plane CTE decreased considerably when the degree of in-plane

chain orientation increase.45,50,51 Thus, the lowest lateral CTE

value of BPDA/PRM PI film also indicates the highest in-plane

orientation, which is in accordance with the results of the polar-

ized ATR-FTIR.

Mechanical Properties

Mechanical properties of the PI films are summarized in Table

III. The films exhibited the tensile strength of 254.1–367.6 MPa,

the elongation at break of 32.0–45.3%, and the elasticity modu-

lus of 4633.1–5398.2 MPa, indicating the high mechanical prop-

erties due to the introduction of rigid heteroaromatic moieties

to the PI main chains.9 Besides, the tensile strength and elastic-

ity modulus are in increasing order BPDA/PABZ < BPDA/

BOA < BPDA/PRM. Generally, better mechanical properties of

the polymers would be obtained with higher intrinsic viscosity,

crystallinity, in-plane orientation, and intermolecular interac-

tions. From the previous results, mechanical properties of PIs

were not mainly affected by the intrinsic viscosity.2,9 BPDA/

PRM PI shows no hydrogen bonding interactions and low

degree of crystallization (XC 5 15%). Thus, the highest in-plane

orientation (P200520:331) mainly leads to the highest tensile

strength and elasticity modulus. BPDA/BOA PI films possess

the highest degree of crystallization (XC 5 36%) and the second

highest in-plane orientation (P200520:315). Their mechanical

properties rank only second to that of BPDA/PRM PI. BPDA/

PABZ PI films show the lowest tensile strength and initial mod-

ulus even though strong hydrogen bonding interactions are

formed in macromolecular chains. The lowest in-plane orienta-

tion (P200520:296) and the second highest degree of crystalli-

zation (XC 5 25%) are found in BPDA/PABZ PI. From the

above analysis, beneficial to the improvement of mechanical

properties is mainly derived from three factors, and the order of

influence extent is hydrogen bonding interactions < degree of

crystallization < in-plane orientation. It is concluded that in-

plane orientation is the dominant factor for the enhancement

of mechanical properties of PI film.

Figure 5. The chemical structure of the dimer models of PIs. [Color fig-

ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlineli-

brary.com.]

Figure 6. TMA curves of three PI films. [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table III. Mechanical properties and CTE value of the polyimide films

Polyimides Tensile strength (MPa) Elasticity modulus (MPa) Elongation at break (%) CTE (ppm/8C)

BPDA/PABZ 254.6 6 12.3 4633.1 6 35.2 36.8 6 4.5 21.3

BPDA/BOA 323.4 6 16.4 4822.9 6 31.2 45.3 6 6.8 17.8

BPDA/PRM 367.6 6 19.1 5398.2 6 45.5 32.0 6 5.7 2.3
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Two Structure Models for PI Films

The dominant effect of in-plane orientation on the mechanical

properties is further confirmed as following. From the above

results, BPDA/PABZ and BPDA/BOA PI films show higher

degree of crystallization and periodical lamellar structure. The

corresponding lamellar thickness is 4.3 and 5.4 nm for BPDA/

PABZ and BPDA/BOA PIs, respectively. However, BPDA/PRM

PI film shows lower degree of crystallization and no periodical

lamellar structure, but the overall orientation of BPDA/PRM PI

chain is very high. Based on the above analysis, the sketch of

two hypothetical structure models for the PI films is proposed

and shown in Figure 7. The one is lamellar structure for BPDA/

PABZ and BPDA/BOA PIs. The other possesses no lamellar

structure with high in-plane orientation of macromolecular

chains for BPDA/PRM PI. High overall orientation and low

crystallinity imply homogeneous liquid-crystalline-like ordered

domains, which are favor of stress transfer and result in the

enhancement of mechanical properties.

CONCLUSIONS

Three PI films, containing the benzoxazole, benzimidazole, and

pyrimidine moieties, were chosen to discuss the structure–prop-

erty relationship. The incorporation of big coplanar benzimida-

zole or benzoxazole moieties into PI main chain would increase

crystallization and form periodical lamellar structure. BPDA/

PRM PI containing pyrimidine moiety shows no peak in SAXS,

indicating the absence of lamellar structure. In-plane orientation

P200 of macromolecular was calculated from in-plane and out-of-

plane polarized ATR-FTIR and refractive indices. The P200 values

of spin-coated BPDA/PABZ, BPDA/BOA, and BPDA/PRM PIs

are 20.296, 20.315, and 20.331, respectively. The highest degree

of in-plane orientation for BPDA/PRM PI film is due to highest

rigidity. In contrast, the hydrogen bonding interactions in BPDA/

PABZ PI restrict chain motion and hinder spontaneous molecular

orientation induced by thermal imidization. The highest in-plane

orientation of BPDA/PRM PI leads to highest tensile strength

(367.6 MPa) and initial modulus (5398.2 MPa). Due to the high-

est crystallinity and the second highest in-plane orientation

(P200520:315), mechanical properties of BPDA/BOA PI films

rank only second to that of BPDA/PRM PI films. BPDA/PABZ PI

films show the lowest tensile strength and initial modulus even

though strong hydrogen bonding interactions are formed in mac-

romolecular chains. Those results indicated that the order of

influence extent for mechanical properties is hydrogen bonding

interactions < degree of crystallization < in-plane orientation.

Moreover, two structure models for PIs are proposed to further

confirm the in-plane orientation dominant effect. The one was

lamellar structures with lamellar thickness 4.3 and 5.4 nm for

BPDA/PABZ and BPDA/BOA PIs, respectively. The other was

high in-plane orientation of macromolecular chains without

lamellar structures for BPDA/PRM PI. High overall orientation

and low crystallinity imply homogeneous liquid-crystalline-like

ordered domains, which are mainly formed in the macromolecu-

lar chain of BPDA/PRM PI, are favor of stress transfer, and result

in the enhancement of mechanical properties.
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